Simple tools for writing and publishing ER ebooks

Abstract
The book has long been a powerful tool for language teachers and learners. As wonderful as books
are, they do have limitations, including: physical infrastructure and distribution, relatively fixed content, durability, and cost.
Ebooks have long addressed these issues, but their usefulness was limited by the cost of associated hardware, lack of support or even outright opposition from publishers, problems with digital
rights management, and a lack of appeal to readers who want a "real book". All of these are changing. This poster will present the real and practical benefits of ebooks for ELT teachers and students
and how to achieve them.
A combination of ever-cheaper and increasingly common hardware, free software, and openly
available or individually created content allows anyone to publish ebooks to support Extensive
Reading, class publishing projects, or other types of books at little or no cost.

The project: Publishing a SF graded
reader “There Will be School Tomorrow”
To explore the practicality of
ebooks, I created a new
graded reader, completing
every step from writing
through production and distribution. This was simple and
Download “There Will Be School Tomorrow from Feedbooks
rewarding. The reader will be
at <http://www.feedbooks.com/userbook/11643>.
used as part of an upcoming course.

Rationale: Problems, aims, environment,
and resources
Ebooks are an effective response to institutional constraints,
educational needs, and current trends. Preliminary studies indicate a positive effect on attitudes toward reading (Lin, 2009)
and on learning outcomes (Tai, 2008).

Problem: Limited choice of readers in a large
Extensive Reading (ER) program
ER is a core part of the curriculum for a compulsory course for
2,000+ first year students each year in a Tokyo-area private
university language program. Implementing a true Extensive
Reading program requires many thousands of books. The current library is ~4,000 books--far short of what is needed. To
bridge the gap, students are required to purchase 2 of 8 selected readers at each level of the course. Every student has
access to an initial selection of 8 books by swapping with
classmates before going to the library. This allows some range,
but little true choice.
Any of these can be a handy ebook reader: Android phone, Blackberry, iPad, iPhone, iPod
Touch. More and more people carry devices
which double as ebook readers.
Ebooks ride for free.

Problem: Losses consume budget for new books
Each year 300-400 books are not returned. Levying fines or collecting deposits is not allowed by the university. An annual
budget of approximately ¥400,000 allows purchase of 500-600
graded readers. Considering wear and tear along with losses,
the library will never grow to allow true choice.

Aim: Support genre reading-The way many readers
actually read (i.e., Narrow Reading)
Typical popular graded reader series range from Victorian romance, to tales of adventure, to non-fiction biographies and
everything in between. Consider first language reading; fans of
detective novels will devour whole series, but leave romances
on the shelf, and vice versa. Most current graded reader series
do not provide enough depth within popular genres.

Total spending per pupil on graded readers in
ELP program ¥1,700 per year and increasing
Ebook reader hardware costs dropping or
free
Ebook content ranges from discounted to no
financial cost.

Aim: Course support
I began teaching a literature course in English on Science Fiction and a Content Based reading course using SF. Students
were not yet prepared to read a significant selection of ungraded authentic texts. Narrow reading of graded texts within
the genre will prepare students with story types and schemata,
and build required language. Unfortunately, the range of SF
graded readers is limited.

Environment: Hardware has improved
Though ebooks have been available for many years, early
readers were either not attractive to most readers (e.g. presmartphone Palm or Handspring) or expensive and unsuccessful in the marketplace (Rocket etc.) (Carmo, 2010).
With the advent of E-ink technology a range of readers such as
the Kindle, Sony series, Rex Illiad, and Cool-er have emerged.
Prices are affordable and will continue to drop. (WSJ Blogs,
2010). Ebook reading hardware is becoming ubiquitous.
Creating a graded reader requires: content, software tools, language resources, and distribution. All of these are available to
any educator at little or no cost.

Resources: Open Content, free tools, and
teacher creativity
Open Content: Public domain and open licenses
Not having the literary skills to create compelling stories from
scratch is not a problem. In fact, in this case I wished to
introduce readers to actual examples from the genre in full,
rather than my own efforts. Some graded readers have been
criticized for reduced, denatured, or simplified content; how else
to reduce a 19th century novel to 10,000 words? In this project,
I graded short fiction beginning at 3,000-3,500 words in the
original and actually increased the length to 4,000 words. Most
elements of the original are preserved–albeit in learnerappropriate language.
Project Gutenberg
<www.gutenberg.org/> is a
source of for hundreds of
pieces of short or long genre
fiction which is copyright-free.
Any educator is free to adapt,
reuse, and repurpose this
content. It is authentic and
available in easy to use text formats.
Creative Commons is a licensing
scheme that uses conventional
copyright. Many authors or other
creative professionals allow their
work to be remixed and reused
with some rights reserved. Use
CC to get current, up-to-date
source material to inspire or supplement your ideas
<search.creativecommons.org>.

Free tools: Authoring software
Ebooks can be created in
several ways; one simple
way to meet the basic requirements of a reader is to
use authoring software
similar to a wordprocessor.
Sigil
<code.google.com/p/sigil/>
is Open Source WYSIWYG
ebook authoring software. It
runs on Mac OS X, WinSigil offers sophisticated book design tools.
dows, and Linux. This tool is powerful, easy to learn, and zero
cost-just what most busy and cash-strapped teachers need.
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Teacher experience and creativity
As professional language teachers, we grade or language everyday. Classrooms teachers know language. Actually creating
the reader was an iterative process applying the above resources until complete.

Distribution
Web-based, online distribution is simple and available at low or
no cost.

Drafting the graded version was similar to translation. I chose
not to eliminate any material, but to make the text more readable by adding context, rephrasing, restating overly idiomatic
phrases, and simplifying structures. At the same time, I made
judgements about vocabulary difficulty.

Feedbooks
<www.feedbooks.com>
is one of the simplest
ways to publish ebooks
online. They provide
hosting, indexing, related publications links,
user comments and reviews and download
statistics--all for free.
This site also provides a simple online ebook authoring system.
Highly recommended.

Corpus tools were key at this point. Tom Cobbʼs Compleat
Lexical Tutor Vocabulary Profiler was indispensable for identifying low-frequency words and counting word families.

Course Management Systems such as Moodle or Blackboard
allow better tracking of specific users to specific books. These
may range from low/no coast to expensive.

Process
Selecting a text began with browsing available open content
until I found a relatively short story which met my thematic
needs: robots and humans.

File sharing services such as Dropbox, Droplr
or Boxnet http://box.net/ allow individuals to
share files with a small group of users by posting or emailing a hyperlink. Recommended.

Analyzing ungraded, authentic text with Lextutor

Analyzing re-written, graded text with Lextutor

Re-writing: There is no such thing as writing–there is only rewriting. I passed the text through repeated cycles of drafting
and corpus tools checks.
Readability tools are
available online to
evaluate the complexity
or difficulty of texts. Although these can be
over-relied on, measures
such as Flesch-Kincaid
may help some educators or readers.
Equilibrium is the point
where attempts at further
re-writing start to introduce more complexity
than they remove. Time to stop and format the reader with
authoring software.

These services are not to be confused with
BitTorrent. Though sharing a reader such as
this is a legitimate and legal use of BitTorrent, it
poses technical difficulties for many users and may be banned
at many schools--Not recommended.
Library station
If network access is an issue, set up one or more desktop computers to serve as ebook stations. Even very old hardware is
perfectly suitable for this low-demand task.
Calibre <calibre-ebook.com> is Open
Source software for Mac OS X, Windows, and Linux. Use this to format
ebooks, convert incompatible formats,
and load ebooks onto any reader, even
onto a Kindle without using the Amazon
store.
Stand-alone user tools
Stanza http://www.lexcycle.com/ is an
application for the Apple iPhone or
iPod Touch. This bookshelf for your
ereader is a simple and powerful way
to purchase or download ebooks. Mac
or Windows compatible.
Excellent integration with Feedbooks.
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